Driving.Innovation.
S.CS GENIOS – The New Trailer Generation.
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S.CS GENIOS
The Curtainsider Semi-trailer Redefined.
The new generation of Schmitz Cargobull trailers set the standards
in stability, performance reserves and handling, delivering outstanding performance as a result. The high quality of the chassis,
body and equipment ensures that transport tasks are completed
without any problems. This represents a major success factor for
the logistics industry.
S.CS GENIOS consists of a perfectly coordinated modular system
which can be combined across different types of vehicles. The
various running gear, chassis and body modules can be configured
to create a diverse range of variants, all manufactured with the
precision and speed of a state-of-the-art production system.

Solutions from the
modular toolbox.
The S.CS GENIOS
enables you to
select precisely
those equipment
options which tailor
your semi-trailer to
your exact needs.
Innovative cold forming replaces welding.
Many of the parts subjected to heavy loads, which we previously
manufactured using welding, are now produced out of a single piece of
material with no welds. The new flexible roller profiling process provides
a number of decisive advantages: Greater strength and precision due to
reduced thermal deformation. Changes to the cross-section are possible
and allow greater design freedom.

Find out more at:
www.cargobull.com/en/scs-genios
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Master.Piece.

Flat middle stanchion.
The new middle stanchion is
flatter and combines greater
loading width with increased
strength. The two-point
mounting of the stanchion
simplifies handling and prevents
it from jamming when opening.

The Benefits of the New
S.CS GENIOS Generation.
The customer benefits from the new S.CS GENIOS trailer begin
with the details. That is why many improvements are the result of
painstaking attention to detail for every component. The sum of
these improvements creates an economical and reliable transport
solution.

Roller profiled front steel corner
supports.
- Roll formed steel corner
supports increase the strength
of the bulkhead.
- Lashing rings on the inner side
of the corner profiles simplify
load securing.

Increased strength for
the bulkhead.
Optimised design of the
combo-terminal strip
increases the stability
of the bulkhead.

MODULOS chassis.
Newly designed:
Roller profiled
components form the
basis for a modular
chassis constructed
almost entirely
without welding.
Anti-slip floor.
Durable plastic
coating for the
plywood floor with
a friction coefficient
of μ = 0.6.
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Reinforced roof tarpaulin for greater structural
strength.
- Increased structural strength through reinforced
roof tarpaulin.
- No diagonal struts allow the roof to be opened easily.
- Robust steel rollers in the roof guide rails
(TIR equipment).

Roller profiled corner
stanchions and riveted
hinge mountings.
The sturdy rear portal corner
stanchions with recessed
hinges provide integrated
ram protection. The riveted
fastenings allow for easier
repairs.

Optional: Schmitz Cargobull Eco Tail.
Ready for the EU directive for expanded
vehicle lengths: The folding, aerodynamic
tail end reduces fuel consumption (no fig.).

Greater reliability
thanks to LED lights
(optional).
LED technology for
the 3-chamber,
combo light, tracking
lights and reversing
light.

Simply safe – the rapid
roof lift.
The manual lift system
integrated into the corner
stanchions provides high
flexibility and reliability.

One additional slat.
Optimised layout of the
insertable slats improves
load securing.

A perforated strip can be
used to adjust the roof
height in 50 mm steps.
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Technology.Headstart.
Innovation Begins with Production.
A new production process, utilised exclusively by Schmitz
Cargobull in the trailer industry, forms the most important
foundation for the new vehicle generation. The flexible roller
profiling to industrial standards enables revolutionary components
which are lighter, stronger and more economical as they are
manufactured largely without welding.
The full length l-beams in the chassis represent an excellent
example of this and are constructed out of a single piece of
material. A completely new MODULOS chassis has been
designed around these l-beams. Together with the modular
concept of the bolted and galvanised chassis this delivers
heretofore unmatched precision. This revolutionary manufacturing
process also provides the load-bearing elements of the bolted
and the rear portal on the FLEXOS body with greater functionality
and strength.

Precision begins with detail.
The precise geometry of the running gear
mounting ensures excellent driving handling
along with decreased tyre wear.

The perfection of an idea: The bolted chassis.
The construction of the MODULOS chassis using steel parts galvanised
or aluminium parts, cathodic dip-coated in advance, provides perfect
corrosion protection for years to come. Components can also be
specifically reinforced, saving weight in other places. The modular
system makes it easy to create a mix of materials such as weightreducing aluminium along with the easy adaptation to customer
requests together with short reaction times.

Innovative high-tech modular system.
Revolutionary, single-piece, roller profiled
elements such as the full-length l-beam enable
the complete redesign of the MODULOS
chassis. This results in greater loading
reserves as a result of greater low distribution
with optimised weight.
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The new Schmitz Cargobull Safety Roof.
The roof tarpaulin, with integrated plastic fibres, increases the strength of
the roof and reduces the torsional forces affecting the vehicle body
while driving. As a result, they reinforce the structural strength to such an
extent that additional diagonal struts in the roof are no longer needed.
S.CS with SPEED CURTAIN. Load securing made easy:
The new, flexible load securing for the "SPEED CURTAIN" body is a particular highlight. This enables partial loads to be quickly
and easily secured across the entire width using load securing beams at any desired height.

The flexible load securing is mounted sideways underneath the roof.
As a result, opening the roof and full length loading remains unimpaired.

The flexible load securing system serves to
secure partial loads. Vertical supports with fitted
cross beams are attached using the locking
sleeves in the floor and the perforated rails on
the roof beam. This allows the interlocking
loading of beverage pallets and pallet cages.

Sturdy corners in the FLEXOS body.
Roller profiled components increase the strength of the body. The corner
profile on the bulkhead and the rear portal frame utilise newly developed
steel profiles which are even more durable, thanks to the roll forming.
The new profiles on the rear portal also provide protection for the now
recessed hinges when approaching a ramp.

We reserve the right to make technical and design changes.
S.CS-BRO-DEGB1-6538-3414
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